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1. Introduction

Musculoskeletal modeling is a very active field, and numerous musculoskeletal models can be found in the literature. These models are often parts of a body and even if common descriptive rules have been adopted by the research community (Wu and Cavanagh 1995), make them cohabits in wider simulations is still challenging. Indeed, a whole body model is an assembly of body parts that need to be adapted together. It results in non-adaptable models, difficult to use and modify as they were thought as body parts before being a whole body. Moreover, if a simulation of a simple model can give you insights about a complex phenomenon taking place in a specific limb or joint, an interesting feature would be to be able to refine or replace by a more accurate model the zone of interest. This is also something quite difficult to achieve with the current tools available in the literature. In the current paper, we propose to adapt a descriptive method used in robotics to describe and simulate a skeletal model and make it modular for the reasons evoked above. We also propose an illustration of the descriptive method by analyzing the elbow kinematics of an overhead throwing with two different forearm descriptions.

2. Methods

The descriptive method used is based on a systematic structural representation (Figure 1(a)). Except for the root, each segment integrates a joint and its adjoined body. Thus, the segment representation does not depend on the other segments connected to it. This structural representation is described according to a hierarchical tree (Figure 1(b)). From the root, each solid owns one child and one sister. A library containing several body part models issued from the literature, which can correspond to a segment or a set of segments, is used to build the model. According to the user’s choices (Spine A, Arm B,…), the corresponding hierarchical tree, which constitutes the model is generated and adjoined functions needed for motion analysis are automatically created. This description allows the use of recursive functions.
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![Figure 1 Hierarchical description of musculoskeletal model. (a) – structural representation; (b) – Hierarchical tree.](image-url)
A serial chain was obtained with \( k \) as the origin of the loop and \( j \) the extremity. The algorithm to obtain such closed loop relationships can be described as follows:

```plaintext
function Out = ClosedLoop(model)
Input: model
Output: closed loop relationship
for each terminal solid of the loop, \( j \)
    \( k \leftarrow \text{get(model): origin of the loop} \)
    model = FKinematics(model, k)
    \( T_j \leftarrow \text{get(model): transform matrix from} \)
    \( k \) to \( j \)
    Out = \( T_j \cdot I \) (Out = 0: closed loop relationships)
end for
```

This kind of function allows the kinematical closed loop relationships to be generated automatically from the hierarchical description. These relations can be used, for example, as hard or soft constraints in an optimization scheme.

3. Illustration

The aim of this part is to propose an illustration of the descriptive method by analysing the kinematics of an overhead throwing motion with two different models. The motion was recorded at 100 Hz using a Vicon motion capture system. The markers trajectories were filtered using a 4-th order Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz and no phase shift.

Two whole-body models and their respective kinematics were created thanks to the method described above: one exhibiting a simple open-loop model of the arm (Holzbaur et al. 2005) and one exhibiting a more complex closed-loop model (Pennestri et al. 2007). Each model was selected among the models library. Inverse kinematics with kinematical calibration were automatically computed (Muller et al. 2015).

Figure 2 shows the elbow flexion angle which is invariant in both the open and closed loop models. The two angles were very similar (the correlation coefficient was higher than 0.99) and this illustrates the fact that the closed-loop relationship was handled properly by the method without additional development or processing.

4. Conclusions

The current abstract was a first contribution to the idea of making musculoskeletal models more modular and inter-compatible. Further investigations remain necessary to extend this study to inverse dynamics. The different masses distribution will probably generate discrepancies between joint torques and thus highlight the benefit of refining model in the zone of interest.
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